
CHAPTER 1 

The Importance of 
the Doctrine of Man 

It is difficult to exaggerate the importance of the doctrine of man. 1 It 
has, of course, always been true that one of the most important ques
tions to which the philosopher addresses himself is, What is man? In 
one of his dialogues Plato pictures his master, Socrates, as a man 
obsessed with one central aim in his search for wisdom: namely, to 
know himself. Various thinkers have given various answers to the 
question "What is man?", each one with far-reaching implications for 
thought and life. 

Today, however, this question about man is being asked with a 
new urgency. Some have observed that people today are no longer 
much interested in questions about ultimate reality or ontology, but 
they are vitally interested in questions about man. There are many 
reasons for this. One is that since Immanuel Kant the problem of 
epistemology (how do we know?) has become primary, whereas the 
problem of ontology (what is ultimate being?) has become secondary. 
The rise of existentialism as a philosophical, theological, and literary 
way of thinking has brought a new emphasis: namely, that man's 
existence is more important than his essence-that what is unique 
and unrepeatable about a person is more important for understanding 
him or her than what he or she has in common with all other persons. 
Existentialism, therefore, is a new way of asking the question "What 
is man?" As belief in God becomes more rare, belief in man is taking 
its place; and so we are witnessing the rise of a new humanism. 

l. I uae the word man here and frequently in what follows as meaning "human being," 

whether male or female. When the word man is used in this generic sense, pronouns 

referrina to man (he, his, or him) must also be understood as having this generic sense; 
the same is true of the use of such masculine pronouns with the word person. It is a 

pity that the Bnllish lanauaae has no word corresponding to the German word Mensch, 
which means human being as such, regardless of gender. Man in English may have this 

l!lelnin&, though it may also mean "male human being." It will usually be clear from 

the context in which sense the word man is being used. 
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But even humanism is in trouble. Two world wars 

f th N . . h and th 

entionable atrocities o e az1 regime ave shaken ma e Un. 

raith in man's basic goodness and in the significance of hu ny Peoples 

d f 'h'l' man va1 
Hence there has appeare a new wave o n1 1 ism, which d . Ues. 

human values and speaks of the meaninglessness of life. A~~~es au 

factors that threaten human values today are the following: the g the 

ing supremacy of technology; the growth of bureaucracy· th . grow. 
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of mass-production methods; an e gr~w1ng impact of mass rne a_se 

Forces such as these tend to depersonalize humanity. New d dia. 

ch 1 d 
. 1 . evelop 

ments in biology, psy o ogy, an socio ogy increase the poss·b·. · 

of the manipulation of the masses by the few. Practices such 
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ficial inseminati~n, test-°:1be ba?ies, ~bortion, che~ical contro::t~~~ 
havior, euthanasia, genetic eng1neenng, and the like raise que ti 

about the dignity of human life. Add to this such burning iss~ ons 

f I. . ( Id es as 

racism, the problem o a 1enat1on o versus young, conservative 
. . . . . ver-

sus progressive, maJortty versus mmonty groups), the problem of 

equality between women and men, and the problem of decreasing re

spect for authority, and one can see why the question "What is man?" 

has acquired new urgency today. 

The problem of man has therefore become one of the most crucial 

problems of our day. Philosophers are wrestling with it; sociologists 

are trying to answer it; psychologists and psychiatrists are facing it; 

ethicists and social activists are attempting to solve it. Novelists and 

dramatists also concern themselves with this question. Dostoyevski's 

penetrating novels are attempts to answer it, along with the related 

question, "Why is man here?" Jean-Paul Sartre and Albert Camus 

have tried to give us their non-Christian answers to the question, 

whereas writers like Graham Greene and Morris West have tried to 

give us their Christian answers. Virtually every contemporary novel 

or play deals with the question, "What is man?" 

What one thinks about human beings is of determinative signif

icance for his or her program of action. The goal of the Marxist is 

rooted in his conception of man. The same can be said for the program 

of the political revolutionary who may not be a Marxist. The recent 

feminist movement is also rooted in a certain understanding of tbe 

human person, particularly of the relation between man and woman. 

We can distinguish different types of non-Christian anthropol': 

gics. ldealisti£. anthropologies ~r the human being to be bas_i

cally spirit, his physical body foreign to his real nature. We find th15 

view in ancient Greek philosophy· accordi~g ·to Plato, for exampl~, 

ha . ' hi h is 

w t 18 real about man is his or her intellect or reason, w c 

actually a spark of the divine within the person that continues co 
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f rnat-

exist a er the body dies. The human body however, partakes O . · 

ter whi h · f ' h spirit, 
' c 18 0 a lower order of reality; it is a hindrance to t e 
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and one is really better off without it. Those who hold this view teach 
the immortality of the soul b~t deny the resurrection of the body. 

More common today is the opposite type of non-Christian an~ 
thropology, the materialistic type. According_ to this view, man is a 
being composed of material elements, his mental, emotional, and spir
itual life being simply by-products of his material structure. ·For ex
ample, the Marxist view of the economic determination of° history rests 
on a materialistic or naturalistic view of human nature. For the Marx
ist, man is simply a product of naturC:: Human beings have !!Qi been 
created in the image of God-in fact, the very existence of the Creator is denied. Foreign to Marxism are such concepts as an ethical impet
ative or one's moral responsibili to Goel. Humans are part of a social structure; evi arises from that structure and can be eliminated only by changes in it. _The individual, is not primarily responsible for the evil that he may do; society is. In Marxism, therefore, the human 
being is not important as an individual;', he is important only as a member of society. Thus, the goal of Marxism is not individual sa_k 
vation but the future attainment ,of the perfect socie , in which the class struggle between the "haves' .an the "have-nots" will have been eliminated. Violent revolutionary action may be .necessary for the at
tainment of that future society. 

Another type of materialistic -anthropolpg;y influential today is the view of man that underlies tl:ie writings of B, F. Skin~er. In Beyond 
Freedom and Dignity 2 Skinner maintains that the idea that the human being is responsible for his or her behavior is rooted in a tradition that is no longer scientifically acceptable. The determination of behavior 
must be shifted from what Skinner calls ~'autonomous man" to the environment.3 The idea that the hu~an person has .freedom to act as he "wills" is a myth; one's conduct is totally.determined by his or her environment. There is in man no · decision-m~king "mind"; there is in him or her neither freedom nor dignity. Human activity is totally determined by the environment; if that environment were perfectly 
known, human behavior would be completely predict~ble. 

One way of evaluating these views would be to say that they are 
one-sided; that is, they emphasize one aspect of the human being at --=----:-
the expense of others. Idealistic anthropologies lay all the emphasis on one's "soul'' or "reason," while denying full reality to his or her material structure. Materialistic anthropologies, like those of Marx and Skinner, absolutize the physical side of man while denying the reality of what we might call his or her "mental" or "spiritual" side. 

We must go beyond this kind of judgment, however, and enter 

2. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1972. 
3. Ibid., pp. 195, 214. 
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. the heart of the matter. Since each of the above-named view mto . s of 
Considers one aspect of the human bemg to be ultimate 

man 'b'l' God th 'apart 
f m any dependence on or respons1 1 1ty to e Creator, each 
ro ·1 f 'd 1 f h · · of these anthropologies is _gu1 ty o 1 o atr~: o wors ipmg an aspect of 

creation in the place ~f God. If~ a~ the Bible teaches, the most i~ 
J_ant thing about man 1s that he 1s 1nesc_apably ~elated to God, we must 
judge as deficient any anthropology wh1c~ d~n1~s that relatedness. 

We must therefore make a sharp d1st1nct1on between idealistic 
and materialistic anthropologies on the one hand, and a Christian 
anthropology on the other. In this book our purpose will be to explore 
the Christian view of man-what it is, how it differs from non-Chris
tian views, and what are its implications for our thinking and living. 
We shall be trying to identify the uniqueness of the Christian view of 
man, that which makes Christian anthropology different from all other 
anthropologies. 

We must remember, however, that often non-Christian notions 
have crept into so-called Christian anthropologies. For example, the 
scholastic view of man prominent during the Middle Ages, though 
accepted as Christian, was actually more of a hybrid anthropology. It 
attempted to synthesize the idealistic view of man found in Aristote
lian philosophy with the Christian view. The results of this mismating 
of two diverse anthropologies are, unfortunately, with us to this day. 
For example, the common notion among Christians that "sins of the 
flesh" (like adultery) are far more serious than "sins of the spirit" 
(such as pride, jealousy, self-centeredness, racism, and the like) stems 
from the view, implicit in scholastic anthropology, that evil has its 
roots chiefly in the body. . 

It is therefore important for us to have the right understanding of 
man. As we try to arrive at a proper Christian understanding, we 
should keep in mind such questions as these: Are there still remnants 
of no?-Christian anthropology in our thinking about man? How does 
our view of the human person help us better to understand God (e.g., 
does the truth th h od ·h us . at man as been made in the image of G teac . 
~ometbing about God as well as something about man?)? What ligh'. 

O
oues ?ur anthropology shed on the work of Christ? What light d~c:~ 

r view of man h d . . b nc:ht~ 
of Chr' ~ e on soteriology (the way in which the e r 
view o~s~:re applied to us by the Holy Spirit)? What lighr does l;~ 
doctrine of ~:n 

1 
natur~ shed on the doctrine of the church and

(h!ll

poloO'lt hav & 
88t things? What relevance does a Christian a~ .,11 01 e ,or our d il 1·, ? · ot !11" 

help us bett f a · Y he How does the Christian v1~w 
er to ace the · ) pressing problems of today's world . 
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